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Info
Plant iT & brewmaxx

The object-related and PLC-based Plant iT and brewmaxx process control systems with integrated
MES functionality developed by ProLeiT GmbH can be used with programmable logic controllers
from various manufacturers and are available in eight language versions.
We are delighted to announce that Plant iT and brewmaxx are now also available for Schneider
Electric’s Modicon controller platform. This level of flexibility and the increased standardisation
opportunities thanks to a uniform user interface on variable controller platforms are among the
reasons why Plant iT and brewmaxx-based automation solutions are currently used in more than
110 countries worldwide.
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The iconic Ricola jingle has featured in commercials around the world for roughly forty years.
Laufen in north-west Switzerland, the home of the company founded by master baker and
confectioner Emil Richterich in 1930, remains much the same today as it did back then. And strict
continuity is also a key feature of the entire Ricola product portfolio. In 1940, Richterich invented a
blend of 13 herbs, and this virtually unchanged recipe still serves as the basis for the company’s
Swiss herb drops today. Ricola has also been producing instant teas for roughly forty years; in
2007, tea bags were added to the range, and more recently tea capsules.
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When it comes to the automation and integration of in-house production, the long-established
company has been working with Kundert Automation AG since the early 2000s. Since overhauling
the production facilities in 2005 and 2006, Kundert has been the brains behind the automation
concept for all Ricola production lines, and has supplied the required electrical engineering
hardware and set up the corresponding control software.
Process control systems for liquid product manufacturers and processing plants: At Kundert, Plant
iT from ProLeiT GmbH is the process control system of choice. “We’ve been working exclusively
with ProLeiT software for twenty years now,” Reto Burkart says. And it does not take long to list the
reasons why. “The ProLeiT software products allow us to access a fully functional system library
of automation resources and to use them perfectly within our chosen industries. At Ricola, for
example, we use the Plant Liqu iT control system, which is particularly suitable for handling liquid
products. This high level of maturity benefits both us and our customers. ProLeiT has never shied
away from the increasing demands of our partners, particularly when it comes to expanding the
functional scope of the control system both in terms of its boundaries and features.”
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